Snowman Bottle Wrap

Size 6 ½” high
Designed by Phyllis Dobbs
This pattern is for your personal use only and cannot be used commercially as a pattern or a
finished item for sale.
Blog – www.phyllisdobbs.info
Website – www.phyllisdobbs.com
Materials Included:
Felt – red, lime green, blue, white and orange
2 Black pom poms
Small beads – pearl, green and pink
Needle
Coordinating sewing threads
Red embroidery floss
Instructions:
1. Using the pattern below, cut 1 of each piece from the felt - see photo for the color to use for
each piece. Cut 2 pieces of the narrow strip from the red felt.
2. Using a slip stitch, sew the blue band on hat. Sew pearl beads on the bottom edge of the face
and green beads on hat. Sew the nose to face and sew black pom poms for eyes. With 3
strands of red embroidery floss, stitch mouth with an outline stitch (see diagram below). Sew
pink beads for cheeks at the ends of the mouth. Center the snowman and hat on bottle wrap

and stitch to the wrap. Sew pearl beads randomly on bottle wrap, leaving one end without
beads 1 inch from the end.
3. Use a wine bottle or other bottle and wrap the bottle wrap around it. Overlap the end of the wrap
with the beads over the end without the beads and pin. Do not pull wrap too tight, leaving it
slightly loose. Remove the wrap from the bottle and stitch the ends together. Stitch one end of a
red strip to the bottom inside edge of the wrap, stitching strip 1/3” inside wrap. Stitch the other
end of the strip to the opposite inside edge of the wrap. Repeat with the other red strip to form a
cross on the bottom that will hold the bottle inside the wrap. (see diagram below)

